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time is running faster and faster. It’s only a few weeks 
until we can meet again at the Frankfurt Book Fair.

To make preparations easier and give you an update  
on all our new titles of this fall, we proudly present this 
Foreign Rights Catalogue.

Please have a look at our board books. I would like 
to draw your attention to “Daddy’s Toolbox” and 
“Mummy’s Bag” (p.7). These two are ideal toy-books  
to play with and grow the kid’s vocabulary.

Our success-team Dax & Dully wrote and illustrated 
their first read-aloud-book: “Jeppe & Oswald” (p.8) 
which is great fun for the entire family. Their three 
picture books have been translated into several 
languages already.

“AAAAAARGH!” A Spider!” You’ve heard someone 
shriek like that, haven’t you? Well, we have the ultimate 
book for all those who don’t feel comfortable with 
spiders. Nina Dulleck explains the characteristic of 
this manifold species. This book will certainly change 
your attitude towards these creatures. (p.13)

Boys don’t read? They will! World famous German 
football star Thomas Müller shares his story and 
experience with boys (and girls) in his first book  

“How I Came to join My Dream Team” (p.19). This isn’t 
fiction; it’s the true story of ambition and hard work. 

By browsing through this catalogue you will discover a 
large number of middle grade titles worth considering. 
“Emmi and her Unipig”, “Alea Aquarius”, “The Magical 
Bookshop”, “Lilli Luck”, and last but not least: the 
famous “Sams” with new illustrations.

For all those of you who are looking for good reads for 
young adult readers, I’d suggest you have a close look at 
pages 22 ff.

Please feel free to ask for reading copies, pdfs or 
English sample translations.

Katharina and I are looking forward to seeing you soon 
in Frankfurt.

 
Best wishes 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cover illustration from “AAAAAARGH! A Spider!” The Great Big Don’t-Be-Afraid-Of-Spiders Book (“Spinnen-Alarm: Das große (Spinnen-) Angst-weg-Buch”, p. 13) by Nina Dulleck

Renate Reichstein
Rights Director
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BOARD BOOKS AGE 18 MONTHS +

A lovely interactive goodnight  
book for toddlers in which the  
animals actually close their eyes

A sound and feel book  
with different snoring sounds 
and touch elements

This book introduces toddlers to 
empathy by giving them different 
animal sounds on every new page

Lena Kleine Bornhorst / Tanja Jacobs

Goodnight, Little Lion!
18 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0930-0

All the animals are terribly tired. Will you say 
goodnight to them? Simply turn the pages and see 
how the lion cub, the little bird and the brightly 
coloured fish all close their eyes. Oh and look, the 
elephant’s already asleep! Shhh, don’t make a sound! 
Too late, the elephant opens his eyes and gives a 
loud “taraaa!”, which wakes up the lion, the bird and 
the fish again. Time to start all over again! Will you 
say goodnight to the animals once more? 

Frauke Weldin / Stefanie Vogt

Stroke Me And Everything Will Be All Right Again!
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0910-2

All the baby animals are crying because something  
hurts or they’ve had a fright or feel anxious. By stroking  
them, the young readers calm the baby animals down,  
so that they give a sigh of relief in the end. Each double  
page features a different animal that reacts when the  
fur element is touched.  

Frauke Weldin / Susan Niessen

Bedtime, Cuddling and Feeling Cosy!
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0912-6

How snug the cat looks up the tree! How peacefully the 
hamster looks, fast asleep at the edge of the field after 
his delicious dinner! And just listen to the great big 
elephant trumpeting out his snores! The little mouse 
patters softly from animal to animal, enjoying all the 
different snoring sounds the children make by softly 
stroking the animals’ tummies.  

Also available:

Stroke Me and I Quack!  
978-3-7891-0835-8 

Stroke Me and I’ll Neigh!  
978-3-7891-0836-5

BOARD BOOKS AGE 18 MONTHS +
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BOARD BOOKS AGE 18 MONTHS + BOARD BOOKS AGE 18 MONTHS +

The second book about the lovable 
unicorn will delight little girls’  
hearts with rainbow and glitter

Six different animal sounds  
for an experience with all  
the senses

Little Owl Celebrates 
Christmas can now  
be heard with a  
sweet little owl voice 

Susanne Weber / Tanja Jacobs

Little Owl Celebrates Christmas – Soundbook
14 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0925-6

It’s Christmas. The owl gets some wonderful presents from Mummy  
and Daddy, Granny and Granddad. The owl is blissful, laughing happily,  
when it suddenly realises – oh no! – it didn’t think of presents itself!  
Luckily, it comes up with the very best present to give to the others,  
after all: “A kiss for everyone! There couldn’t be a better gift!” 

Each page produces a different sound. Little Owl can be heard  
speaking, unwrapping presents and, at the end of the story, even  
singing a Christmas carol.  

Susanne Weber / Tanja Jacobs

The Unicorn Goes Looking for  
the Rainbow
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0944-7

It’s raining. The little unicorn wonders what to do 
in this weather. A little bird suggests it could go and 
look for the rainbow. Easier said than done, though, 
because for that, you need rain and sunshine at the 
same time. The elephant offers to blow away a few 
clouds. Then out comes the sun and a rainbow appears 
in the sky.  “And now,” the unicorn laughs, “I’m going 
to turn the rainbow into a slide!”  

Anne-Kristin zur Brügge / Tanja Jacobs

What Did The Little Fox Hear? 
Soundbook
14 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0929-4

The little fox tries to find out where the sound 
he just heard is coming from. First he meets a 
cow, who says “Moo!”. The sound didn’t come 
from her. Nor were the pig’s grunts, the cockerel’s 
cockadoodledoo or the owl’s hoots what he heard. 
And then the little fox discovers that his mummy 
made the sound because she was so happy to have 
her little darling back with her again.  

Also available:

The Unicorn  
With No Horn  
978-3-7891-0874-7

Also available:

What Did The 
Little Fox Hear?  
978-3-7891-0443-5

Also available:

Ow! Said the Owl!   978-3-7891-6706-5 

The Little Owl Celebrates Christmas  
978-3-7891-0770-2 

Sold to China

More than 260.000 copies sold

More than 20.000 copies sold
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BOARD BOOKS AGE 24 MONTHS +

Christine Brand

Come To Town with Us!  
Discovery Pictures for Seeking  
and Finding
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0936-2

There’s so much going on in town! At the market  
and in the playground, at the swimming baths, at the 
zoo and the shops, small seekers can spot so many 
people, animals, vehicles and funny things going on 
that the book never gets boring.  
As a special extra, there are  
objects to look for on every  
double page – and anyone  
who looks very closely  
is sure to spot the little  
crocodile tucked away  
in every picture! 

Martina Badstuber

Matti the Reindeer’s First Christmas
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0699-6

Matti the reindeer is very excited: This is the very first 
time he is being allowed to help Father Christmas 
deliver presents. But where is Father Christmas? 
Matti goes looking for him but Father Christmas is 
nowhere to be seen. Sadly, Matti trots home to the 
reindeer stable. And who does he find waiting there? 
Father Christmas! It looks like Christmas will be 
taking place, after all.  

Kerstin M. Schuld

Where Are You, Little Christmas Elf?
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0923-2

The little Christmas elf’s house is snowed in so he’s 
having to find shelter with humans. Of course, nobody 
must see him here. But soon Ian discovers the little 
elf and decides he is definitely going to show him 
to his little sister. But he finds it’s not so easy to do 
because neither biscuits nor porridge lure the elf out 
of his hiding place. Will Ida perhaps strike lucky on 
Christmas Eve? 

Annette Fienig

Come with us Through the Year! 
Discovery Pictures for Seeking  
and Finding
12 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0935-5

Who can see the bird’s nest filled with eggs? Where is 
the sunflower growing and under which tree are there 
chestnuts on the ground? The children accompany a 
family through the year and search for a number of 
items printed in the frame around the picture on every  
   double page. And who can find out what’s not right  
     on the last page? Grandpa is sitting on a deckchair  
     although there’s snow on the roof – it looks like the  
       seasons have got mixed up here!  

Who will find what?  
The discovery picture book  
for seekers

A discovery picture book with  
lots of individual items to seek and 
find – ideal for learning words!

A classic elf story for all fans of 
Scandinavian Christmas

This heart-warmingly written  
story introduces the very youngest 
book fans to Christmas rituals.
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BOARD BOOKS AGE 24 MONTHS + BOARD BOOKS AGE 30 MONTHS +

Angela Glökler / Rea G. Zielinski / Susanne Lütje

The Poodle Sips Fizz
16 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-7936-5

Pretty crazy, these animal housemates! Lots of fun 
animals live together under one roof and rhyme their 
way through the day with cryptic wit. Simple rhymes 
that will delight not only young children, but also the 
adults reading them. 

Tina Frankenstein-Börlin

Daddy’s Toolbox –  
With Tools to Take Out
10 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0906-5

There’s plenty to be found: A drill, a hammer, 
a saw and lots of other fascinating things. 
The jigsaw pieces are an invitation to play 
and also offer opportunities for comparison 
with real-life objects. This paper-bag is 
just waiting for children to open it out and 
play, and comes with modern, authentically 
illustrated objects inside. 

Tina Frankenstein-Börlin

Mummy’s Bag –  
With Toys to Find Inside
10 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0905-8

There’s plenty to be found in Mummy’s bag! 
A mobile phone, make-up utensils, jingling 
keys and plenty of other fascinating things. 
The jigsaw pieces are an invitation to play 
and also offer opportunities for comparison 
with real-life objects. This paper-bag is 
just waiting for children to open it out and 
play, and comes with modern, authentically 
illustrated objects inside. 

Fun and learning at the same time 
by showing amusing animals and 
conjuring up rhyming couplets

What Do Parents Have in Their Bags? 
Children are Welcome to Rummage and Play in Mummy’s Bag and Daddy’s Toolbox! 
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STORIES TO READ-ALOUD AGE 3+ STORIES TO READ-ALOUD AGE 4+

Dully & Dax

Jeppe & Oswald – A Brownie Moves In
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0021-9

Fresh out of brownie school, Jeppe the brownie finally has his first human dwelling to take care of. Bad luck for 
him, though, that Oswald the hamster already lives there and insists on making Jeppe’s life as house brownie 
pretty difficult. Whenever Jeppe wants to repair or improve something in the dilapidated wooden house, hamster 
Oswald is sure to cause chaos. But when their home is threatened, the pair realise that they not only have to stick 
together but also that they actually like each other.  

Anne Ameling / Irist Hardt

3-5-8-Minute Stories About  
Dragons and Unicorns
144 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0027-1

Three minutes about moonlight-eating Moon Moomins?  
Or a five-minute journey to the kingdom of the Tuber Trolls who 
long to ride unicorns? Or pay an eight-minute visit to the magical 
plant pot dwarves? This story book is simply teeming with 
whimsical texts full of enchanting ideas and magical creatures.  

Brownie  
& Hamster:  
A Hyggelige  
Friendship!
An Exciting Story of  
Friendship Featuring  
Lovable New  
Characters 

Magical Minutes  
With Fabulous  
Creatures
The perfect Length for Any  
Storytelling Occasion

Also available: 

You Are Oh So Horribly Handsome!   978-3-7891-3392-3 

Sold to The Netherlands, USA/UK (English World Rights), 
Denmark, Luxemburg and Mexico (South America)

Miss Hic and the Puffy Fart   978-3-7891-0368-1 

Sold to The Netherlands, Turkey and France 

Master Thief Eddie. An exciting hunt  
with hiding places   978-3-7891-0801-3 

Complete English translations of all titles available

3-5-8-Minute Stories for Pirates and Knights    
978-3-7707-3951-6

3-5-8-Minute Goodnight Stories   978-3-7707-2117-7

3-5-8-Minute Stories to Cuddle Up with at Bedtime    
978-3-7707-2919-7 

3-5-8-Minute Stories for Young Adventurers    
978-3-7707-2644-8

3-5-8-Minute Laugh and Giggle Stories   978-3-7707-2499-4

3-5-8-Minute Christmas Stories   978-3-7707-2115-3

3-5-8-Minute Stories for Fairies and Princesses    
978-3-7707-2196-2

Top Title

Also available: 
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STORIES TO READ-ALOUD AGE 4+ STORIES TO READ-ALOUD AGE 4+

Susanne Orosz / Heike Vogel

Where is the Sun at Night?  
Read-aloud Stories for Inquisitive Children
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-2734-6

Why is it dark at night? Why do we sleep at night? Why are children fascinated by the night but at the same 
time frightened of the dark? And most importantly, what should we do when children bombard us with an 
unending stream of questions? This book answers the questions children ask most often about night-time 
and darkness in child-appropriate read-aloud stories from which older children can also learn. 

Mascha Matysiak/Monika Parciak

Will You Read Me a Story?  
Elves, Fairies, Magical Beings –  
With a Story Wheel of Fortune
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0069-1

I wish for stories about magical worlds and bewitching 
adventures about cheeky fairies, brave princesses and little 
elves. In short, 20 favourite stories to hear again and again, 
to read aloud, and with a wheel to spin. Simply flick the 
moveable pointer on the cover, find the corresponding picture 
in the index and read the story.  

Read-aloud 
Answers to All 
Clever Questions 
Children Ask
Playfully Packaged Information  
in Read-aloud Stories, Ideal for  
Children of Four and Over 

Enchanting  
Make-a-wish  
Stories
A Read-aloud Book  
With a Clever Twist 

Will You Read To Me? Goodnight Stories –  
With a Pick-a-Story Wheel of Fortune  
978-3-7707-4297-4

Also available: 

Will You Read Me a Story?  
With a story wheel of fortune  
978-3-7707-4296-7 

Series sold to Poland, The Czech Republic,  
China and Vietnam

Sold to Romania

More than 140.000 copies sold of the whole series!

 

Why Are Bananas Curved? Read-aloud Stories  
for Inquisitive Children   978-3-7707-0029-5

Why Don’t Sharks Need a Dentist?   978-3-7707-4017-8

 

 

Also available: 

Where Does the Astronaut go to the Toilet?  978-3-7707-4021-5

Why Do We Dance for Joy and Boil with Rage?    
978-3-7707-4030-7 

Why Doesn’t Chocolate Grow on Trees?  
Read-aloud Stories About Food  978-3-7707-3422-1

Top Title

Top Title
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STORIES TO READ-ALOUD AGE 4+ ACTIVITY PADS AGE 4+

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonshine –  
Story Time in the Enchanted Forest
144 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0116-2

It’s the night of the supermoon and Maluna Moonshine  
and the other fairies who live in the Enchanted Wood  
are holding a storytelling: Oskar Lightning and  
Attonno Thunderclap recount how they saved two  
Enchanted Forest children from a thunderstorm;  
the little tooth fairy lets them all in on what happens  
to all the milk teeth she collects; and Noelle  
Winterglory tells of the summer when things  
turned almost Christmassy and of how a  
mango yoghurt saved the Enchanted Forest  
from a snow storm.  

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonshine –  
Enchanting Fairy Puzzles
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0153-7

Maluna Moonshine always helps the folks 
of the Enchanted Forest as well as helping 
children with puzzles and guessing games.  
So if she hasn’t just taken a wrong turn as  
    she flew along (can happen), she will help  
      you to solve the most enchanting MAXI  
     fairy puzzles under the stars.  

Andrea Schütze / Tina Kraus

Maluna Moonshine – Magical  
Puzzles from the Enchanted Forest
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0154-4

Maluna Moonshine is not just a great protector, 
but also the most confident puzzle fairy in all of the 
Enchanted Forest. Sometimes, though, even she 
ends up scratching her head over magical MAXI 
puzzles, like “how does the little wind fairy make 
her way home?” for example, or “where has the 
little witch Ranuncula hidden her biscuit cutters?” 
Maluna Moonshine is sure to find your help useful 
in solving them.  

Enchanting  
Fairy Puzzles 

Puzzles with  
Maluna Moonshine

Maluna  
Moonshine
New Stories From the  
Little Goodnight Fairy  
With the Big Heart 
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STORIES TO READ ALOUD AGES 6+ MAXI PICTURE BOOKS AGE 4+

Carolin Jelden/Stefanie Scharnberg

The Hill Racers –  
Look Out, Here We Come
208 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0099-8

“The Hill Racers, that’s us. Out of the way, this 
is where we play!” There’s never a dull moment 
with the Hill Racers. So it’s lucky for Ricki that 
after having to make the “stupid move” to a big 
new town with his family, he has made friends 
so quickly in this little gang.  Together, they 
experience all kinds of exciting things, mostly 
water bomb fights and Halloween pumpkin races 
against the “Dry Paddler Stream Pirates gang”.  

Anna Schindler/Kerstin Kubalek

The Moon in the Lake
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0141-4

“Only when you hold the moon in your hands will 
you be happy,” is what the fortune teller predicted 
for the king. So he sends all his servants out to 
catch the moon for him. But in the end, it’s little 
Turi who shows the king what true happiness is.  

Susan Niessen/Nina Hammerle

Off to Dreamland, Little Viking!
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0146-9

Erik, the little Viking, simply cannot fall asleep, even 
though he really does try everything. To help him  
get to sleep, his grandfather sends him on a journey  
to Wallahalla. Along the way, Erik meets  
several sleepless  
animals for which  
counting sheep  
and all the other  
remedies actually  
do work. What a  
good thing that after all  
his many adventures, Erik has  
now grown very, very tired.  

Susan Niessen/Florentine Prechtel

Short Moonlight Stories
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0147-6

The moon would love to be able to lie in a bed for a 
change, and Basti can actually fly in his! On the other 
hand, falling asleep in it is sometimes not so easy. At 
least that’s what the little duckling thinks. And he’s 
not the only one. That’s why, when our tiny tots climb 
into their bed, there’s nothing better than a goodnight 
story to help them snuggle down and drift off to 
dreamland.  

Look out, here comes  
the read-aloud adventure  
for older children.

This heart-warming story shows 
us all that it’s the little things that 
make life worth living.

Shut your eyes  
and enjoy the story

Off to Dreamland,  
Little Viking!

The Hill Racers: The name stands  
for exciting gang fun; authentic,  
mischievous characters and stories  
of friendship, self-confidence and  
courage – just right for reading aloud 
to older children of six and over.

English  
translations  
available
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MAXI PICTURE BOOKS AGE 4+

Henriette Wich/Mathias Weber

When all the Animals Head for Bed
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0148-3

Conny, the kangaroo has hiccups and just cannot get 
off to sleep. And before she goes to sleep, Kitty the 
kitten wants something to drink, to look for her toy 
mouse, and then she wants her mummy to sing her a 
song. At the end of the story, the baby animals are all 
asleep – and so are Conny’s hiccups, just like Kitty’s 
mummy.  

Michaela Sangl/ingrid Kellner

Short Princess Stories
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0143-8

One day, Princess Isabel decides to change places 
for a day with Isla, her maid. Suddenly, she finds 
she’s not bored any more and even makes a new 
friend. Prince George tries to rescue a princess 
from a dragon, but discovers she doesn’t actually 
want to be saved.  

Martin Schmitz-Kuhl/Joanna Hegemann

The Prince Who Was Very Big
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0149-0

Even as a child, the prince was very, very big. 
Unfortunately, although being that big is 
very practical, it can also be quite a nuisance 
because you are constantly banging your head, 
for instance. Also, it’s anything but easy to find 
a princess to suit you. So the prince sets out to 
search for one …  

Katja Alves/Daniela Kunkel

Henriette is (not) a Proper Princess
24 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0142-1

Oh, to be princess at last! That is Henriette’s dearest 
wish. Thanks to her vivid imagination, her wish 
actually comes true: her parents suddenly turn into 
servants and their home becomes a palace. It’s just 
a pity that real princesses aren’t allowed out to play. 
In that case, Henriette would rather be a perfectly 
ordinary little girl, after all – and in the wink of 
an eye, her parents are perfectly ordinary parents 
again, too.  

Cheeky and enchanting!  
All about little princesses

This book is sure to send  
all young human children  
happily off to dreamland

A hilarious fairy tale  
about everyone being fine  
just the way they are

This book takes a different  
approach to the ever-popular  
subject of princesses

Complete English translations available

Fifteen favourite stories 
for little girls – with bright, 
charming pictures.
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PICTURE BOOKS AGE 4+ PICTURE BOOKS AGE 4+

Susanne Scheerer/Annabell von Sperber

Two Mummies for Oscar. How a Wish Can Turn into a Miracle
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7707-0084-4

How come Oscar has two mummies, Tilly wonders. Her big sister, Frieda,  
explains that Oscar’s mummies badly wanted a baby but couldn’t  
make their wish come true. Then they met Tilly’s and Frieda’s parents  
and Frieda’s and Tilly’s daddy donated some sperm to Oscar’s  
mummies. That’s how Oscar came to be born and a great  
wish turned into an even greater miracle. 

Nina Dulleck

“AAAAAARGH! A Spider!”  
The Great Big Don’t-Be-Afraid-Of-Spiders Book
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0790-0

Eeee! A spider! – You’ve heard someone shriek like that before, haven’t you? Spiders can be found  
in all kinds of places, you see, and they come in many different shapes and colours. But what do  
you do when you find one of these little creatures in your home and really don’t need any creepy-crawly 
housemates? No spider-disappearing machine handy? Never mind!  

Two Mummies  
for Oscar
Families are Like a Rainbow –  
They Come in Every Colour

Eeee! A spider!
This Book Lets You in on the Ultimate 
Spider-(phobia)-banishing Trick!  

Two Mummies for Oscar deals  
with the topical subject of “rainbow  
families”: vivid, descriptive and  
written in child-appropriate language,  
the book makes it easy for parents  
and teachers to talk about diversity 

English translations available

English sample translations available

Top Title

Top Title
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PICTURE BOOK AGE 4+

Peter Wohlleben / Stefanie Reich

Do You Know Where the Tree Children Are?
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0960-7

Piet the squirrel is sad because he has no family in the woods. Peter  
the forester comforts Piet and explains that even trees live in families.  
Now this is something Piet really wants to see, so the pair set out to look  
for tree children and their parents. Along the way, they meet a wolf, a dangerous  
hawk and a horse and see a conifer plantation. All they fail to find are tree families – 
until they reach the beech wood, that is. Back at the forester’s lodge, Piet begins to  
feel sad again because he is still all alone. Will Peter perhaps let him stay? 

Out Into the Leafy Outdoors
Forest Discoveries With Peter Wohlleben and Piet the Squirrel 

Also available: 

Can you hear the trees talking?  
A short journey of discovery in the Woods    
978-3-7891-0822-8 

Sold to: China, Denmark, Estonia, France, Hungary,  
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Romania,  
Slovakia, South Korea, Spain (Spanish World Rights), 
The Czech Republic, The Netherlands, Turkey, USA, 
UK and Canada (English World Rights)

More than 90,000 copies sold in Germany!

A small and lovable  
hero introduces children  
to woodland and nature  
in a unique way 

Top Title

Sold to France,  
Slovakia and The 
Czech Republic
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PICTURE BOOKS AGE 4+ BEGINNING READERS AGES 6+

Susanne Lütje / Elli Bruder

Christmas in Elf Forest
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0813-6

The elf family in its tiny house in the top of 
the fir tree is torn away from its Christmas 
preparations. Of all the trees in the wood, 
theirs is the one a family of humans has 
chosen for its Christmas tree! Now it’s going 
to be felled and taken to the family’s home. 
Whatever are the elves to do? And what about 
their own Christmas festivities?  

Erhard Dietl

The Ogglies –  
A Dragon Party for Firebottom
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0947-8

Whatever is wrong with Firebottom? Why is he so 
sad? The Ogglies are worried about their dragon. But 
luckily, they quickly hit on a good idea. How would it 
be if they threw a birthday party for Firebottom and 
invited some of his dragon friends? That really ought 
to cheer him up, by toad’s fart! And along with Red 
Rochus, Blue Blasius and the Chinese dragon girl 
Leek-Fang, they are soon having the oggliest festival 
ever seen on the rubbish heap. 

Rüdiger Bertram/Heribert Schulmeyer

The Monster Family on Holiday!
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0934-8

It’s the holidays and the monster family is 
planning to go away. Daddy Monster would like 
to climb a volcano, Mummy Monster would love 
to go to the North Pole, Igor wants to see the 
jungle and Olga is quite set a waterfall holiday.  

Erhard Dietl / Christiane Hansen

A Warthog Wants to Kiss
32 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0859-4

How does kissing feel? Does it taste as sweet as 
marzipan?

The warthog is very knowledgeable, but sadly it 
has no idea at all about kissing. This has to change, 
he decides, and tries his luck with a spider, a bee 
and a butterfly, but none of them want a kiss from 
him. And the other animals also prefer to stay 
unkissed, so the warthog tries kissing a pebble. 
Will it return his kiss?  

For fans of kissing,  
large and small alike!

A timeless and atmospheric  
story about the small miracles  
that happen at Christmas time

A Roaring Good Read A Birthday Party  
for Firebottom

Also available: 

The Monster Family  
Has a Good Roar!    
978-3-7891-0843-3 

This is the perfect holiday read, 
dealing with subjects like “belonging” 
and “recognising your own strengths” 
in lovable monster fashion  

Many more titles available in the Ogglie Series!

Sold to The Netherlands, China,  
South America (Spanish Speaking)
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BEGINNING READERS AGES 6+ CHILDREN’S FICTION AGE 6+

Ursel Scheffler / Julia Gerigk

Paula at the Pony Stables –  
The Christmas Crown
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0880-8

Aunt Elfi is planning to hold a Christmas market at 
the pony stables. All the children and neighbours are 
making a contribution. Paula comes up with the idea 
of using fir branches, red apples and straw stars to 
decorate the harvest crown from the harvest festival 
they held in the autumn. The result is a magnificent 
Christmas crown, which they hang from the barn 
rafters – a great advert for the Christmas market!  

Sabine Ludwig / Susanne Göhlich

The Annoying Alpha-bed-Stories  
for that First Day of School
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0107-9

Curtain up on school fun for Sabine Ludwig!

The first year at school is a real adventure – 
especially right at the start: That’s when school 
beginners have to learn their way to school,  
drive the school demon away and, on top of all  
that, there’s that tricky alpha-bed to be learned.  

Barbara Rose / Naeko Ishida

The Fairy School –  
The Advent Calendar Book
200 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0926-3

The great winter holiday will soon be here. The fairies 
share traditional celebrations with their friends, the 
ferns. Snowball fights and sleigh rides are as much 
a part of it as Christmas baking, making music and 
decorating the trees in Fairyland. 

Erhard Dietl / Barbara Iland-Olschewksi

The Ogglies in the Land of the  
Native Americans
112 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0948-5

Professor Fizzywine’s time machine catapults the 
Oggly children, Grandpa Oggly and Baby Oggly 400 
years back in time to North America. In the land of 
the Native American Indians, everyone regards these 
peculiar green beings as powerful water spirits. The 
Ogglies help Mukki, a small Indian boy, to pass the 
test that’s supposed to turn him into a big boy. And 
it works! The Indians are delighted and even carve a 
totem pole in honour of the water spirit Ogglies.  

A treat for all fans of  
Paula at the Pony Stables

Toad-wartier than Winnetou! The 
new Oggly adventure from Erhard 
Dietl for readers aged six and over

Entertaining stories full of mischief, 
intelligence and warmth about that 
exciting first year in the classroom

This Book Sweetens  
the Run-up to Christmas

Also available: 

The Ogglies in  
Dinosaur Land  
978-3-7891-0899-0

Also available: 

Paula at the Pony Stables.  
Last-Minute Rescue  
978-3-7891-2385-6

Paula at the Pony Stables.  
The Gymkhana  
978-3-7891-0492-3

Many more titles  
available in this series.

Many more titles available in this series.

Also available: 

The Fairy School.  
Enchantment in Magenta Wood  
978-3-7891-4626-8

The Fairy School.  
A Unicorn for Rosalie  
978-3-7891-4628-2

The Fairy School.  
A Magical Surprise  
978-3-7891-4629-9

More than 50,000 books from the series sold!
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CHILDREN’S FICTION AGE 6+

Sandra Grimm/Anja Grote

Little Fleakins – Adventure in Littelwood
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0884-6

Fleakins is one of the brownies known as “Littels” and lives with his 
family in the wood. When Fleakins starts school, he has to discover his 
special talent. Is he good at practical things? Or music perhaps? But no 
matter what he attempts, Fleakins seems to have two left hands. He 
simply can’t do anything right! Then suddenly everyone in Littelwood 
is in uproar because the Lumini, the tiny light folk, have fallen ill 
and nobody knows how to make them better! Luckily, Fleakins has a 
brilliant idea. Is he destined to become Littelwood’s animal doctor?  

This Book Sweetens  
the Run-up to Christmas

The Story of a Small Woodland  
Brownie and His Great Love of Animals
A Book for the Whole Family to Enjoy  
With the Message that Everyone Has a Talent 

With a host of colour illustrations and 
chapters the perfect length to be read aloud

Top Title
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CHILDREN’S FICTION AGE 6+ CHILDREN’S FICTION AGE 7+

Paul Maar/Sabine Büchner

Snuffi Hardstone and His  
Rather Fat Friend
80 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0817-4

Before Nick and Olly even met, they each had an 
invisible dog as a friend: Snuffi belonged to Nick, and 
Pucki the pug was Olly’s. But now Nick and Olly are 
suddenly best friends and have so much fun together 
that they don’t need their invisible companions 
any more. The dogs find it hard to believe what’s 
happening to them: Is this supposed to mean that 
just because they’re invisible, they don’t exist? That 
cannot be true! And so Snuffi and Pucki set out 
together in search of a new human friend.  

Paul Maar / Nina Dulleck

A Sat for Martin Pocketbeer
208 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0826-6

Martin Pocketbeer is the fourth-smallest in his class 
and the second-weakest. When it comes to shyness, 
he’s the number one. Martin would love to be like all 
the others, but he simply hasn’t the confidence. That’s 
how things are until he goes on a skiing trip with his 
class ,where he gets to know the Sat, a cheeky, irreverent 
creature who refuses to be intimidated by anybody or 
anything. The Sat does help Martin to be braver and 
more confident and for the first time feels he belongs 
and knows that he has now found his place in the class.  

Paul Maar / Nina Dulleck

The Sat Nonsense and Puzzle Book
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0573-6

Mr Pocketbeer is quite used to the Sat only ever 
having nonsense on the brain, constantly making up 
rhymes. But let’s face it, what child wouldn’t want 
to join in? And straight away, without a wish dot in 
sight, the interactive nonsense book is here, dotted 
with tongue-twisting rhymes, wonderfully senseless 
nonsense like the sausage-fetching machine, crazy 
puzzles and typically Sat-funny jokes.  

Paul Maar/Nina Dulleck

New Dots for the Sat
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0828-0

Sometimes Mr Pocketbeer is far from sure whether 
it really was the best of all wishes to have the Sat 
live with him forever. After all, the Sat has lost all 
the dots on his face and can no longer grant wishes. 
Mr Pocketbeer finds  
himself in some pretty  
mad, chaotic situations  
until his heart’s desire  
is finally fulfilled and  
he manages, with the  
Sat’s help, to make  
another, this time  
final step towards  
independence.  

The first Sat activity book packed 
with gloriously chaotic Sat rhymes, 
pranks, jokes and puzzles

Another classic in the Sat  
series with new colour  
illustrations by Nina Dulleck

With lots of humour in aid  
of greater open-mindedness  
and tolerance

A new story from Paul Maar:  
Invisible dogs really do exist –  
and real friends, too! 

New and old puzzles from Sat  
father Paul Maar with wonderful 
illustrations by Nina Dulleck in an 
entertaining interactive puzzle book

The first Sat activity book packed 
with gloriously chaotic Sat rhymes, 
pranks, jokes and puzzles

Also available: 

A Week Full of Saturdays  
978-3-7891-0815-0 

The Sat Returns on Saturday  
978-3-7891-0825-9 

The Sat Celebrates  
Christmas  
978-3-7891-0816-7
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CHILDREN’S FICTION AGE 7+ CHILDREN’S FICTION AGE 8+

Thomas Müller / Jan Birck

How I Came to Join My Dream Team
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0933-1

Thomas scores one goal after another for the football 
team in his home village. His team is so good they 
have even been invited to play in a major competition. 
Thomas is keen to show everyone what he can do at 
the competition because then perhaps his greatest 
wish will be granted and he will be discovered by his 
dream team.  

Tanya Stewner/Simone Hennig/Claudia Carls

Alea Aquarius – Mermaid Magic
64 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0938-6

Sammy has gone missing! Ben, Alea and Lennox immediately 
set out into the magical underwater world to look for him. 
When they find his camera floating around between plastic 
waste, they start to feel very worried. Where on earth can 
Sammy be? What can have happened? 

Autobiographical story with lots of 
comic-style pictures, a postcard with the 
football star’s autograph plus 16 pages 
of reading puzzles and games.

Even football-crazy boys who normally 
don’t bother with books learn to read like 
world champions with Thomas Müller.

The exciting mergirl adventures 
featuring Alea, Sammy and Lennox, 
are now also available for beginning 
readers of eight and over. 

Alea Aquarius. The Colours of the Ocean  
978-3-7891-4748-7

Alea Aquarius. The Secret of the Oceans  
978-3-7891-4749-4

Alea Aquarius. The Power of the Tides  
978-3-7891-0888-4

The Series: 

Alea Aquarius. The Call of the Water  978-3-7891-4747-0

Learning to Read 
with Star Striker 
Thomas Müller!
Including Postcard With the  
Football Star’s Autograph 

Alea Aquarius for 
Beginning Readers!
More Than 250.000 Copies  
Sold of the Series!  

Sold to Denmark, Belgium /  
The Netherlands, Japan, Bulgaria,  
The Czech Republic and Romania

Bestseller English sample Text available

Top Title

Top Title

Rights sold to China
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CHILDREN’S FICTION AGE 8+CHILDREN’S FICTION AGE 8+

Anna Böhm / Susanne Göhlich

Emmi & Unipig – A Hero at Heart!
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0951-5

Ever since the Antonia and Mr Bockel’s creatures of fable  
were magically switched, nothing is the way it used to be  
any more. That’s why Emmi and Unipig are supposed to be  
reversing the unfortunate exchange. Easier said than done!  
Because a great deal has to happen if Antonia is to have her river 
mermaid back and Mr Bockel is to take back his unbeloved  
spitworm. And that’s how Unipig and Emmi happen upon the  
Bockel family’s long-kept secret … and the spitworm also  
reveals some unexpected abilities!  

Katja Frixe / Florentine Prechtl

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes – Christmas with Mrs Owl
176 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0094-2

Mrs Owl’s magical bookshop of wishes is looking very Christmassy.  Gustaf, the talking cat, 
has a wonderful time at the Christmas market; Clara’s best friend, Lena, comes on a visit; and 
everyone is really looking forward to Christmas Eve. But then Clara finds out that Mrs Owl 
is planning to spend the best time of the year all alone. Of course, Clara cannot allow that! 
Along with all of the city’s book lovers, she gives Mrs Owl a wonderful Christmas surprise! 

This New Magical  
Adventure Speeds Up 
the Time Till Christmas
50.000 Copies Sold of the Whole Series!

Friendship and  
True Heroes
A New Adventure Featuring  
Emmi and Unipig

Volume 3 to be published in Spring 2019

Also available: 

Emmi & Unipig. Unicorns  
are far too common!  
978-3-7891-0889-1 

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes  
978-3-7915-0021-8 

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes.  
Harry – the mysterious Hamster  
978-3-7915-0043-0

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes –  
Chocolate Cakes for Everyone   
978-3-7915-0051-5

The Magical Bookshop of Wishes. The Wild Four  
978-3-7915-0070-6

Hilarious, fast-paced and with a  
wonderful message: Show what you can 
do, don’t hide your light under a bushel

Presse quote:  “...a feel-good mixture  
of a read that leaves you wanting more.”  
– www.stiftunglesen.de, September 2017

Sold to Belgium /  
The Netherlands, Latvia  
and The Czech Republic

English sample text available

Selected for New Books in German

Sold to UK/USA (English World Rights) 
and The Czech Republic

Top TitleTop Title
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Miriam Mann/Frau Annika

Lilli Luck –  
Mermaids, Magic and Mystery
192 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0035-5

Seaside magic with Lilli Luck! Lilli’s family has been 
living in a red-and-white lighthouse for a very long 
time. Every night, Great-Grandmother tells stories 
of pirates, mermaids and amazing magical treasures. 
And ever since Lilli discovered that she can see and 
understand wondrous sea creatures, she has been 
wondering if there is any truth to the story that 
lighthouse keepers possess magical powers.  

Miriam Mann/Frau Annika

Lilli Luck –  
The Dragons are Roaring
192 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0087-4

Lilli Luck has her hands full yet again! Great-grandmother’s 
100th birthday is just around the corner, the great Flood Festival 
is coming to Dyketon and now, of all times, all the creatures in the 
sea are acting crazy. Even Ottie, the old octopus in the aquarium, 
is quite beside himself. Suddenly, Lilli’s pearl begins to gleam a 
bright gold, a sure sign that there’s a magical sea creature  
nearby. But which one? And could it perhaps be  
dangerous? Why else should all the animals living  
in the sea be so terribly nervous? And before she  
knows it, Lilli is plunging headlong into her next  
adventure.  

Miriam Mann/Frau Annika

Lilli Luck –  
It’s Enough to Drive a Seal Crazy
208 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0023-2

Even more happy-go-lucky fun in wellington boots! 
People are always laughing at Lilli’s little brother, 
Linus, and his mysterious hobgoblin stories. But 
since Lilli rescued a mermaid from a fishing net, 
she’s no longer sure whether Linus might not be 
right, after all. And just recently, there have been all 
kinds of really odd mishaps at the lighthouse. Could 
there be a hobgoblin living there, too?  

A Beautifully Illustrated Series of Friendship, Family and Magical Creatures! 
With Special Design Elements and Unusual Interlocking of Text and Illustrations

Friendship, family adventure 
and a host of magical creatures

An affectionate look at a child’s life 
on the coast, a feel-good place to live
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CHILDREN’S FICTION AGE 8+ CHILDREN’S FICTION AGE 9+ YOUNG ADULTS AGE 12+

Barba Rose / Monika Parciak

An Unexpected Turn of Events! – 
How a Cat Saved Christmas
128 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0526-2

Of course, she just had to go at Christmastime! 
Mirella von Koschka, a Carthusian cat of the 
purest pedigree, is horrified. Her owner is going 
on a trip around the world and leaving Mirella 
behind with the Pepper family, which is definitely 
beneath the dignity of a cultivated gentlewoman 
cat. The Peppers’ son Finn and dippy Granny 
Lisbeth give her silly nicknames and Lola, the 
daughter, doesn’t give her a second glance. But 
then suddenly things start disappearing from the 
house, including Mirella’s favourite Christmas 
bauble, and her hunting instincts are aroused. She 
and Finn become reluctant detective partners 
and set out to solve the mystery.  

Sabine Ludwig / Pe Grigo

Serafina’s Secret –  
Abracadabra Nightingale
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0084-3

Serafina is looking forward to seeing her friends 
Tom and Lisa again. But when her horrid cousins 
hear about the great magic spell that’s supposedly 
been hidden away in her uncle’s house, they 
transform the little witch into a nightingale 
from one second to the next. Locked up in a cage, 
Serafina sings her heart out. Luckily her cry for 
help is heard by Kasimir, her devoted raven.  

Sonja Kaiblinger

Mistaken at the Second Kiss
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7915-0078-2

Ophelia’s transformation skills are more practical than you 
might think. After all, (in the guise of Amalia) she finally gets 
to kiss Cliff, the boy she’s crazy about. But then it’s time for the 
whole school to set off for the Highland Games. And because not 
only Cliff and the real Amalia join them on the journey, but also 
Ophelia’s twin sister, their three loopy aunts and Adrian, who is 
absolutely nuts about Ophelia, heartache and chaos are a foregone 
conclusion. Strange things happen and Ophelia realises that she 
has another relation staying at camp incognito.  

Funnier every year:  
Christmas chaos  
with the cat

The friendly little witch’s  
second hilarious and  
magical adventure

Also available: 

Serafina’s Secret.  
Abracadabra  
978-3-7915-0065-2

Also available: 

Enchanted at First Sight  
978-3-7915-0071-3

The second book in Sonja  
Kaiblingeŕ s comic and complicated  
tale of transformation.

You Can Be  
Whoever You  
Want to Be! 
But Do You Know Who You Are?

Top Title
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YOUNG ADULTS AGE 12+ YOUNG ADULTS AGE 12+

Anke Girod / Miri D´Oro

Cupcakes and Vanilla Kisses
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0524-8

Things simply couldn’t be worse! Gwen has 
had to move to the country with her family 
right in the middle of the holidays. And now 
her boyfriend has finished with her because 
he decided long-distance relationships just 
weren’t for him. Gwen decides there’s only 
one way to deal with heartache and loneliness 
and that’s: baking! And it’s something she’s 
really good at. She has the spontaneous idea 
of starting a baking blog and quickly gains 
more and more followers. One of them turns 
out to be particularly nice. “Ben-the-baker” 
comments on all her posts and very soon, 
each new message from him has Gwen’s heart 
beating a little faster.  

Heike Abidi

What Boys of 15 Want and Why I Know
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0577-4

Justine’s life is turned upside down in more than one way: First she has to leave her 
beloved boarding school and attend an ordinary school instead – where there’s no 
hockey team, debating club or flute class. Then one evening in the garden, she is hit by 
ball lightning, which briefly puts her out of action. When she regains consciousness, 
everything seems fine at first, but the following day at school, she notices that things are 
anything but normal. Suddenly Justine can read the boys’ minds, at least where feelings 
are concerned. This results in some enlightening insights, but also pretty much in 
emotional chaos...  

A fresh and emotive  
feel-good book with  
fantastic recipes 

What Happens  
If You Can Read  
Boys’ Minds?
65.000 Copies Sold  
of the Whole Series! 

Also available: 

Really 13   978-3-86430-025-7 

Suddenly 14   978-3-86430-047-9 

Finally 15!   978-3-86430-052-3

Everything Girls Need to Know  
Before They Turn 13    
978-3-86430-062-2

Top Title
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YOUNG ADULTS AGE 12+ YOUNG ADULTS AGE 14+

Maren Franz/Joesphine Pauluth

Dance Barefoot Through Your Life –  
Happiness Ideas for Your Year!
224 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0541-5

Be yourself, be creative and feel good! This book will 
help you to realise your own potential throughout the 
entire year – with plenty of ideas, suggestions and 
instructions for spring all the way through to winter. 
With yoga and mindfulness exercises, beauty DIY tips 
and lots of pages with creative ideas, you couldn’t be 
better prepared for the best year of your life!  

Antona Michaelis

Petrol Station Chips – A Heroic Epic
368 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0918-8

The two meet one night in summer: Sean, a student from Iran, who’s been in Germany for two 
months, and Davy, a home kid who’s run away to look for a friend. Both become witnesses to a 
robbery. Pursued from now on by both the criminals and the police, they go on the run together, 
from one end of Germany to the other, across strawberry fields, beneath dark storm clouds,  
through beer gardens, in a hot-air balloon, by train and moped. Again and again, they find 
themselves surrounded by cows - apparently it’s their fate. Why else should the car carrying  

Sean and his deportation order get stuck in a herd of cows on the way to the airport? 

The Story  
of an Unusual  
Friendship
Brilliant, Bizarre and Funny –  
Antonia Michaelis Takes Her  
Readers on a Tour of Germany  
Through the Eyes of a Refugee 

Dance Barefoot 
Through  
Your Life!
Go With Your Flow:  
Shape Your Own Year, Be  
Creative and Stay Cool. 

This book focuses on self-realisation 
instead of self-optimisation and 
offers creative ideas for every month, 
feel-good hints, pages to fill as you 
please and much more besides.

Also available: 

The Storyteller  978-3-7891-4289-5 

Sold to The Netherlands, Poland, Sweden,  
Latvia, Lithuania, Mexico (Spanish World Rights), 
USA/UK (English World Rights)

The Assassins  978-3-7891-0456-5 

Sold to The Netherlands / Belgium

Nashville or Playing With Wolves  978-3-7891-4275-8

Sold to Sweden and Mexico  
(Spanish World Rights)

Top Title

Selected for New Books in German
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YOUNG ADULTS AGE 14+ YOUNG ADULTS AGE 14+

Cleo Leuchtenberg

“I Love You” Doesn’t Necessarily 
Mean “Ich liebe Dich”
336 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-7891-0852-5

Lilly dreams of the one great, everlasting love, love as 
perfect as portrayed in Hollywood films. When she is 
given the chance to dub the female lead in a Hollywood 
blockbuster, she is over the moon. If only her dubbing 
partner weren’t Ben! For him, the whole thing is just a 
job, and he’s positively allergic to the idea of romantic 
love. It’s just too bad that he has to record one passionate 
love scene after the other with Lilly. Sparks fly, they click, 
and Lilly finally realises that real life has much more to 
offer than Hollywood. 

Evelyn Uebach

Glamour Girl - You Love, You Lose
300 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0536-1

Vicky has never seen her best friend like this before. 
When Blanche receives a threatening letter, she 
feels the carpet is being pulled from under her feet. 
The sender is Robin Dorville, no less, the ruler of one 
of the mightiest glamour societies in the country. 
He’s a power-hunger character, arrogant and 
good-looking. How on earth can she reach him? His 
society, known as “Saya North”, is currently in crisis 
because Robin is seeking his future regent-consort, 
or “First Harmony”.  

Joyce Winter

Dreamkeeper – Master of Dreams
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0574-3

Ever since Allegra found out that her parents’ souls 
are still wandering about somewhere in dream time, 
she has made it her goal to find them, come what may. 
But Mortensen barely leaves the agent time to do so. 
Nearly every night, his troops infiltrate the dreams 
of innocent people in order to manipulate them while 
they sleep and to use them for their own purposes. It 
soon becomes clear that Mortensen will start another 
battle and that his perfidious machinations have 
provided him with the perfect weapons. 

Even faster-moving,  
even more nerve-racking:  
The great Dreamkeeper finale

Love, hate and intrigue:  
Gossip Girl meets Selection  
meets Pretty little Liars

Also available: 

Dreamkeeper.  
The Academy of Dreams 
978-3-8415-0499-9Book 2 will be coming out in February 2019:  

Glamour Girl – Poisonous Truth

Friend or foe, love or hate? Big  
emotions and even bigger intrigues 

A plot entirely without fantasy,  
a setting worthy of glossy magazines

Tells of Love,  
Dreams and  
Real Life
As Fantastic as Jojo Moyes

Girls love love –  
especially when it’s real.

Also available: 

The Storyteller  978-3-7891-4289-5 

Top Title
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YOUNG ADULTS AGE 14+

Julie Chapel

Heartbeat. Truly yours
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0530-9

Seventeen-year-old Harley is the sports 
photographer for her high-school journal. 
Sam, 18, is the new star of the ice hockey team 
– broad shoulders, blue eyes, cocky smile and 
incredibly attractive. Sam and Harley become 
close during an away game and she senses that 
Sam’s cool facade hides a gentle side. Their first 
night together is followed by a back and forth of 
intimacy and withdrawal until a disappointed 
Harley ends it. As a goodbye, she gives him a 
photo album that reveals the vulnerable Sam, 
the Sam only she knew. Sam is deeply touched – 
but can he win back Harley’s heart?  

Ira Severin

Heartbeat. More than a kiss
316 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0513-2

Harper, 17, is on her way to stay with her mother in 
California, but instead of travelling on the bus, she’s 
sitting in the passenger seat of a total stranger’s 
car. An almost total stranger, at least – very much 
to Harper’s own surprise, they have already kissed. 
Luc turns out to be an amusing travel companion 
and Harper feels increasingly drawn to him, and 
then they spend the night together and she loses her 
heart to him completely. But not only is she running 
away from her past, Luc also has a secret that puts 
their love to a tough test.  

Sandra Wright

Heartbeat. Crush on you
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0520-0

When Katie meets sexy Doug, there’s immediately 
a spark between them. But after their secret 
meeting full of tenderness, he keeps on avoiding 
her. When Katie hears a rumour that Doug 
was to blame for the fire that put her father in a 
wheelchair, she feels as though her heart were 
about to break.  

Taylor Fitzgerald

Heartbeat. Wait for me
320 Pages  |  ISBN 978-3-8415-0564-4

New York, elite college, sheltered background: 
It’s quite a come-down for 18-year-old Pearl, 
when her father is sent to prison and she has 
to move with her mother and brother to Aunt 
Rose’s farm in Montana. At least there’s one 
silver lining – the men in Montana are rather 
attractive! Especially Caden … But although 
the attraction between the two is so strong that 
they can hardly resist each other, Caden either 
cannot doesn’t want to give Pearl what she 
is looking for. In defiance, she turns to River, 
the local bad boy– not knowing that River and 
Caden share a past. Only when Caden rescues 
her from great danger do both realise what 
really counts.  

Tingly Like Snow  
on Warm Skin

True Love in Montana Love stories as hot  
as a summer’s night!

Powerful emotions and  
intense attraction beyond  
schoolyard crushes

Heartbeat is a sensual series for girls who  
want more passion, powerful emotions and  
intense attraction beyond schoolyard crushes.
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Mrs. Vania Kadiyska
11, Slaveikov Sq.
1000 Sofia
BULGARIA
Email: nika@techno-link.com

China (Mainland) 
HERCULES B&C Dev. GmbH
Mr. Cai, Hongjun
Am Röderweg 6
61138 Niederdorfelden
GERMANY
Email: cai@hercules-book.de 
 
France
Dr. Michael Wenzel
EDITIO DIALOG
Literary Scouting Agency
Foreign Language Rights
45 rue Saint André
59800 Lille
FRANCE
Email: dr.wenzel@editio-dialog.com 
 
Greece
Iris – Agence littéraire
Mrs. Catherine Fragou
18, Komotinis str.
136 76 Thrakomakedones
Athens
GREECE
Email: irislit@otenet.gr

Hungary
Kátai & Bolza Literary Agents
Mrs. Katalin Kátai
Szerb u. 17–19
1056 Budapest
HUNGARY
Email: katalin@kataibolza.hu

Iran
Dr. Maryam Ghandehari
Le Corbusier Strasse 44
26127 Oldenburg
GERMANY
Email: Maryam@smisagh.com

Italy
Ms Stefania Fietta
Donzelli Fietta Agency Srls
Viale Abruzzi, 11 
20131 Milano
ITALY
Email: stefania@donzellifiettaagency.com
 
Japan
JAPAN UNI AGENCY, Inc.
Ms. May Fujinaga
Tokyodo Jinbocho No. 2 Bldg.
1-27 Kanda Jinbocho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101-0051
JAPAN
Email: maiko.fujinaga@japanuni.co.jp
 
Poland
Graal, Sp.z.o.o.Agencja Literacka
Mr. Tomasz Berezinski
ul.Pruszkowska 29/252
02-119 Warszawa
POLAND
Email: tomasz.berezinski@graal.com.pl
 

Portugal
RDC Agencia Literaria
Mrs. Beatriz Coll
Fernando VI 13-15 3° D
28004 Madrid
SPAIN
Email: rdc@rdclitera.com 

Romania
Mrs. Marilena Iovu
Literary Agency
Str. Sibiu nr. 10/OS1/186
061543 Bukarest
ROMANIA
Email: marilena.iovu@literat.ro 
 
Russia
ICSTI, Literary Agency
Mrs. Tatiana Vanyat
ul. Kuusinena 21b
125252 Moscow
RUSSIA
Email: tatvikta@gmail.com
 
South Korea 
AGENCY CHANG 
Mrs. Yu, Hea-Za
Semire Apt. 809 Dong 602 Ho
Yuseong Gu Noeun Dong
305-325 Daejeon
SOUTH KOREA 
Email: agencychang@naver.com

Spain, South America 
Mrs. Martina Nommel
Agente literaria
Isestrasse 9
20144 Hamburg
GERMANY
Email: martinanommel@web.de
 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macao
jiaxi-books co., ltd / Literary Agency
Mr. Hsin-Hua Liu
2 F., No. 6, Ln. 185, Sec. 2, Jinshan S. Rd.
Taipei 10644
TAIWAN
Email: eu@jiaxibooks.com.tw
 
Thailand
TEXT Agency
Mrs. Charubhastra Meyhöfer-Talayasut
15, Phuddhabucha 33/2 Road
Bangmod, Thungkhru
Bangkok 10140
THAILAND
Email: charubhastra.talayasut@gmail.com

Turkey
Akcali Copyright Agency
Ms. Begum Ayfer
Bahariye Cad. 8 / 9-10
34714 Kadiköy-Istanbul
TURKEY
Email: begum@akcalicopyright.com

Vietnam
Ms Tran Thi Nga
Rights Agency Squirrel Communication & 
Culture – SCC
P503 B3.7 Hacinco Building, Hoang
Dao Thuy- Thanh Xuan – Ha Noi
VIETNAM 
Email: copyright.scp1@gmail.com

For the Following Countries Please Contact Our Exclusive Agents
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